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Abstract 

In 2018, most news articles are consumed online from a digitally native news outlet and it is 

therefore appropriate to examine the presence of linguistic sexism in the digitally native news site 

Buzzfeed News. The material is made up of 159 articles collected from Buzzfeed News. Selected 

features at the lexical and discourse levels are analysed using a quantitative method with qualitative 

elements. The selected features at the lexical level include generic pronouns and nouns, focused on 

the affix -man- and naming practices for females and males. At the discourse level, the selected 

features include how females and males are described in terms of their relationships, appearance 

and age-related words. Linguistic sexism is found to be expressed at both the lexical and discourse 

levels in the material. It is mainly expressed in naming practices, the use of relationship words and 

age-related words.  

Keywords: Sexism, digitally native, newspaper language, Buzzfeed, feminist stylistics 

 

Sammanfattning på svenska 

Dagens nyhetskonsument får, enligt studier, de flesta av sina nyheter från källor online och då 

främst från digitalt inhemska nyhetskällor, också känt som digitally native news outlets. Detta 

innebär att det därför är lämpligt att undersöka närvaron av språklig sexism i den digitally native 

news outlet Buzzfeed News. Materialet i studien består av 159 artiklar insamlade från Buzzfeed 

News. Utvalda språkliga markörer på ord- och diskursnivå är analyserade med hjälp av en 

kvantitativ metod med kvalitativa element. De utvalda markörerna på ordnivå inkluderar generiska 

pronomen och substantiv med fokus på affixet -man- och hur kvinnor och män namnges. De utvalda 

markörerna på diskursnivå som studeras inkluderarar hur kvinnor och män beskrivs vad gäller 

deras relationer till andra, utseende och åldersrelaterade ord. Språklig sexism finns uttryckt både på 

ord- och diskursnivå i materialet och det är huvudsakligen uttryckt i hur kvinnor och män namnges, 

användandet av relationsord och åldersrelaterade ord. 

Nyckelord: Sexism, digitalt inhemsk, digitally native, tidningsspråk, Buzzfeed, feministisk stilistik 
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1. Introduction and aims 

In the year 2018, the digital world is a constant presence in our lives. It is all around us and 

ever expanding. According to polls conducted in 2017, 93% of adult Americans consume their 

news online. These numbers include both online versions of print newspapers and digitally 

native news outlets (Pew research, 2018a). But with nearly double the average of unique 

monthly visitors to digitally native news sites compared to the online versions of print 

newspapers it paints a clear picture of where most Americans get their news (Pew research, 

2018a; Pew research, 2018b). Digitally native news is a term used widely by researchers, such 

as Coates Nee (2013), to describe a news outlet that started out digitally and not in any other 

format before that. 

In 2014, Rebecca Demberg wrote a bachelor’s degree paper at Linnéuniversitet in Växjö, 

Sweden on linguistic sexism in the British tabloid paper The Daily Mail. Demberg used parts 

of a toolkit of feminist stylistics created by Mills to examine 162 online news articles from the 

tabloid. She found some evidence of possible sexist writing in the study, such as a difference 

in how women and men were named, the use of titles, descriptions of appearance and how 

they were described in terms of their relationships to others. However, it is important to note 

that because there was a limited number of articles in the material no generalisations could 

be made based on that study. This study takes inspiration from Demberg’s study in the hope 

of furthering the field of feminist linguistics in the area of newspaper analysis. Keeping in 

mind the poll mentioned above, it would be appropriate to choose articles from a digitally 

native news outlet as the material for the present study. Therefore, the present study takes a 

look at the language use in the American digitally native news site Buzzfeed News and 

investigates whether evidence can be found of sexist language use. Buzzfeed News is a news 

organisation which frequently writes about issues prominent in progressive and left-leaning 

circles, such as LGBTQ issues and women’s rights. It is therefore also interesting to study 

aspects of linguistic sexism in this news outlet that feels quite strongly about women’s rights. 

1.1 Aims and research questions 

The aim of the present study is to examine if there is sexist language in the relatively new 

digitally native news site Buzzfeed News according to some of the features described in the 

feminist toolkit created by Sara Mills. As mentioned above, the present study takes 

inspiration from Demberg’s study and uses a similar method as the one she used. The 

differences between Demberg’s study and the present study will be discussed in Section 3.2. 
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The present study also examines whether there is any difference between the results found 

here and the results Demberg found in The Daily Mail. The research questions that will have 

to be answered to fulfil this aim are the following: 

1. Is linguistic sexism expressed at the lexical level in the language use of the digitally 

native news outlet Buzzfeed News, and if so, how? 

2. Is linguistic sexism expressed at the discourse level in the language use of the digitally 

native news outlet Buzzfeed News, and if so, how? 

3. Is there a difference, either quantitative or qualitative, between the different aspects 

of sexist language found in the present study as compared to previous research 

findings on non-digital news writing and if so, what is it? 

2. Background 

This section of the paper serves to supply the reader with the necessary information on 

previous research that has been carried out concerning feminist stylistics and linguistic 

sexism. A further description of what these terms signify is presented in Section 2.2 and 2.3. 

A short introduction to the general field of language and gender studies is presented in 

Section 2.1.  

2.1 The field of language and gender studies 

In the 1970’s Lakoff published an article, which was later expanded into a monolith, called 

“Language and Woman’s place”. This was the work which set off several new studies 

concerned with language and gender and these mainly focused on one of two approaches – 

the difference or dominance approach. The difference approach suggests that women and 

men use language differently because of, for example, differences in how each gender is 

socialised at an early age. The dominance approach studies indicate that the differences in 

how language is used by men and women is down to men wanting to assert power and 

dominance over women (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 2003).  

There was a limited focus in these earlier studies to study talk in small groups of people, 

private talk paired with who was speaking and how they were speaking. The implied notion in 

these earlier studies was that language reflected the gender that was already present. This 

assumption changed with social constructionism which work under the idea that gender is 

constructed (Sunderland & Litosseliti, 2008). The idea that gender is something we construct 

is today the standard notion when studying language and gender. That results in language 

and gender studies that mainly ask, “how language is used to construct gender and how 
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language encodes specific ideas about gender” (Clark, Eschholtz, Rosa, & Lee Simon, 2008, p. 

505). Within those questions there are several different methodological approaches to the 

study of language and gender such as, sociolinguistics, conversation analysis and critical 

discourse analysis. It is possible and sometimes beneficial to combine different approaches in 

order to discover aspects of language and how it is used that may be difficult to ascertain 

otherwise (Sunderland & Litosseliti, 2008). Feminist stylistics, that is discussed further in 

Section 2.2, combines a traditional stylistics approach to texts with an added focus on context 

which is a defining feature of CDA.  

2.2 Feminist stylistics 

Stylistics, as a way to study literary material, was developed by linguists who felt irked by the 

type of literary analysis that was being taught in universities at the time. The way texts were 

analysed, before stylistics was developed, was more focused on the subjective interpretation 

of each reader. Many linguists considered this way of analysing texts highly precarious and 

promoted instead a more objective way of analysing texts, by studying the language (Mills, 

1995). Feminist stylistics is therefore the study of language in any text with a focus on gender 

and how that is represented within the text. Mills (1995) also points to the extratextual 

circumstances and that they also play a role, something that she considers has been 

overlooked by previous researchers in the field of linguistic stylistics. Mills (1995) created a 

toolkit for a feminist analysis of a text, questions one can employ to determine whether a text 

can be interpreted as sexist in terms of language use. The questions that are concerned with 

the analysis of the text in question are grouped into three categories: a word-level analysis, a 

phrase-level analysis and a discourse-level analysis. The present study only covers some 

aspects of the analysis at word level and discourse level.  

An analysis at the lexical level entails the study of individual lexical items in a text. Mills 

(1995) makes it clear that she believes that words only have meaning when considered within 

a context, which would make studying individual words without considering the context 

unnecessary. However, Mills (1995) concedes that some words that pertain to gender 

differences seem to be indicative of an overall gender bias and it may therefore be useful to 

study certain words without context. In the present study, generic uses of gender-specific 

pronouns and nouns, gendered uses of generic nouns, naming and titles are studied at the 

lexical level.  

By contrast, the discourse level is very much concerned with the context in which the text was 

written. Discourse is not typically included in a stylistics analysis since it goes beyond the text 

to consider the effect or role external forces play in its construction. To analyse at the 
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discourse level means that one considers the elements studied at the lexical level and at the 

phrase level and links them to larger beliefs that the society, contemporary to the text, holds 

(Mills, 1995). At the discourse level, the present study considers how females and males are 

described in terms of their relationships, their appearance and also gendered nouns relating 

to age, such as, boy/girl, young man/young woman and man/woman. In Section 2.3 

definitions of the different aspects are presented, both at the lexical level and at the discourse 

level, that are covered in the present study of the Buzzfeed News articles. 

2.3 Linguistic sexism 

Sexism is defined by the Merriam-Webster dictionary as “prejudice or discrimination based 

on sex” and “behavior, conditions, or attitudes that foster stereotypes of social roles based on 

sex” (“Sexism” n.). Linguistic sexism can then be understood to be sexism that occurs in 

language, though opinions vary on what constitutes sexist language. Some might look at the 

etymology of words and decide if they have a sexist origin whereas others might consider 

male generics when deciding if an utterance or text displays sexism. Sexism in language can 

be displayed in many different forms. Mills (2008) describes and terms two overarching 

categories of this as overt and covert sexism. The features that the present study covers relate 

to some of the subcategories within both overt and covert sexism. 

Studies on linguistic sexism, whether that be on overt or covert sexism, can be quite 

problematic in themselves. These studies are typically concerned with the binary definitions 

of sex and gender, i.e. women and men, and not the wider spectrum of gender identities, 

collectively known as non-binary. These studies have also often been inclined to be 

heteronormative and disregarding of homophobic, transphobic and queerphobic language 

usage (Mills, 2008). This study does not pay particular focus to what kind of language is 

being used in relation to non-binary people or sexual orientation. But non-binary people are 

not excluded from the material and if the markers that are being studied are used in relation 

to non-binary people it is noted and included in the results. 

Linguistic sexism is an immense field of study and it is impossible and impractical to try to 

cover even most aspects of it in one study. The present study will therefore focus on just a few 

elements of linguistic sexism. These concern the use of generic pronouns and nouns, how 

people are named in terms of first name and surname as well as personal titles and how men 

and women are described differently with regards to their appearance and relations to others. 

These markers of linguistic sexism are discussed in Sections 2.3.1-2.3.3. 
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2.3.1 Generic pronouns and nouns 

The use of generic pronouns, which means that a gendered pronoun such as he or his is used 

generically to refer to both men and women, is on a decline in English. Studies published by, 

for instance, Graham (1975/2006) and Earp (2012) both suggest that there is not a great 

prominence of generic pronouns. The study that most relates to my work, Demberg’s degree 

project (2014), also did not find any occurrences of the generic he. The pronoun he is 

mentioned a great deal, but it is not used generically but gender specifically.  

Concerning generic nouns, the matter is a bit different. One of the most common features of 

nouns relating to characteristics of people and also one of the most commonly changed 

feature is the affix -man-, one of the most prevalent being the use of man- as a prefix in the 

word mankind to denote the human species. This affix is also usually used as a suffix in 

different words pertaining to job titles. These are titles such as spokesman, salesman or 

policeman which, although claiming to be generic nouns, have been found to be seen by most 

readers as relating solely to males (Martyna, 1983 as cited in Mills, 1995, p. 89; Robertson, 

1990 as cited in Mills, 1995, p. 88). It is common practice nowadays that these types of words 

are replaced with a true generic, such as spokesperson or police officer. But some studies 

have found that these generics are not true generics since they, in some contexts, are only 

used for females and that the -man- morpheme is still used exclusively for males (Ehrlich & 

King, 1992/1998). This usage of the generic -person is making it a non-generic and, instead, 

is serving in making women the marked form in this usage of language. Having women as the 

marked form reinforces the notion that men are the norm and that anything outside of it 

needs to be stated (Mills, 2008). A ready example from today’s society can be found in sports. 

The North American leagues for basketball, hockey and football are respectively called 

“National Basketball Association”, “National Hockey League” and “National Soccer League” 

for the men’s leagues of these sports. The women’s leagues of the same sports are called, 

respectively, “Women’s National Basketball Association”, “National Women’s Hockey 

League” and “National Women’s Soccer League”. These titles have the common denominator 

of all including the word women in their titles. This word choice furthers the idea that what 

men do is the norm and that what women do is deviant. 

2.3.2 Naming 

How people are referred to in news texts, in terms of how they are named and how titles are 

used, can vary greatly between women and men. Because surnames, at least in the English-

speaking community in the Western world, are historically patriarchal in their structure it is 

interesting from a feminist point of view to examine how these are used in news articles. The 

historical practice of how one gets their surname is that the children get their surnames from 
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their father and will keep this name if they themselves are men but take the name of their 

male spouse if they are women (Mills, 1995).  

One can find evidence of people being referred to differently, in terms of first names and 

surnames, when considering the power relations concerning the different parties. People who 

consider themselves to have equal power to one another tend to, depending on how familiar 

they are with each other, call each other with either their first name or their surnames. A 

group of people who are friends will most likely all refer to each other by their first names 

whereas a group of relative strangers, who yet all think of themselves of similar power to one 

another, might address each other by their surnames. But in contexts where the power is 

asymmetrical one finds another naming practice. People who hold the perceived power 

position will call those that are seen to be below them in terms of hierarchy by their first 

names and they, in turn, will call those who are above them in terms of hierarchy by their 

surnames (Mills, 1995).  

As stated in Section 2.3.1, sports that are being played by women take the marked form in the 

naming of leagues and men’s sports take the unmarked form. Continuing with comparisons 

in sports, there is also evidence that the players or athletes themselves are being 

asymmetrically called by their first name or surname depending on their gender. A study by 

Messner, Duncan & Jensen (1993) found that women were called by only their first name 

nearly 53 % of the time in tennis commentary whereas men were called only by their first 

names just 8 % of the time. If one relates these results with what is stated above, that power 

relations are illustrated in how we choose to name people, one can interpret these results to 

mean that women hold less power than men and that they are considered by the speaker to 

be either closer or lower to them than males, even when this is not the case.  

The English language makes use of gender-specific honorific titles that precede the surname 

in a, at least somewhat, formal address. There are also titles which are not gender-specific 

such as Dr or Professor which are based on academic achievements or what job the person 

holds. Concerning the gender-specific forms of address, there has long been a marked 

difference between how women and men are being addressed. Men only have a single way of 

being addressed, Mr, which does not differentiate between what marital status the man might 

have. Women, on the other hand, have, traditionally, two forms of address depending on 

whether or not they are married, Mrs and Miss. Since the early 20th century, an alternative 

address for women has been proposed, Ms, one that functions in much the same way as the 

address for men and can therefore be used regardless of the marital status of the woman in 

question. It was created with the intention of being used when one might not know the 

marital status of a woman, not wanting to unintentionally be disrespectful by using the wrong 
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form of address or simply by not wanting to have to disclose one’s own marital status (Oxford 

English Dictionary, “Ms” n.). When feminists began to make the term popular, in the 1970s, it 

was seen as something favourable to evolve in the English language by some researchers. Ms 

gave women an opportunity to be seen as people in their own right by not having to be 

described in relation to a man (Ehrlich & King, 1992/1998). However, Ms proved to be a 

difficult title to come to terms with by the English-speaking community. The title, as well as 

the people who choose to make use of it, had to withstand a good deal of criticism and a lot of 

misinterpretations of the title. Although it was intended to be a title that could be used for 

women in order to avoid identifying them in terms of their relations to men that is not how it 

was commonly used. Through several studies, it appeared to be that the title Ms took on the 

meaning of a title that is to be only used for divorced women thus making it yet another 

prefixing title that defines women by their marital status (Ehrlich & King, 1992/1998; 

Schwars, 2003/2006). 

2.3.3 Descriptions and relations 

Descriptions of men and women can be either overtly or covertly sexist. If women are 

described by using gender-specific slurs, such as whore, that would be considered overt 

sexism and if a woman is described as being a mother it could be an example of covert 

sexism. Being described as a mother is not inherently sexist but if the woman is being defined 

as a mother when it is irrelevant or if the defining by this feature is made to enforce sexist 

stereotypes it could be deemed sexist (Mills, 2008). Weatherall (2002) describes how 

significant context is when analysing language and exemplifies this with the word bird which 

could be construed as degrading when used to talk about a woman but perfectly acceptable 

when used in discussions about, for instance, what is being served for dinner.  

There is also the matter of difference in how men and women are being described in terms of 

their relations to others. Men seem mostly to be defined and described in terms of their 

occupation whereas women are more likely to be defined in terms of their relations to others. 

Women are much more likely to be described as mothers than men are to be described as 

fathers. Thus, men are most often described as individuals, whose individualistic 

achievements are highlighted, whereas women seem to be relegated to a place where personal 

relationships are most highly valued (Mills, 1995). It is important to note that this is what 

Mills found and reported on in Feminist Stylistics from 1995 and with material taken from 

the British tabloid paper The Sun. It is unclear whether this is still the case, in tabloid papers 

or other news media, and these markers of linguistic sexism are covered in the present study. 

Mills (1995) also notes that women are more likely than men to be described in terms of their 

appearance, particularly in a way that signals whether they are attractive or not, in news 
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articles. This could take the form of describing what kind of clothes the women are wearing 

or even some more permanent feature such as their facial features or features of their bodies. 

It may also take the form of describing the women in the articles in terms of their respective 

age. There is an asymmetrical relationship in how age-related words are used for men and 

women. The words girl and boy both carry a lot of connotations that bring to mind, amongst 

other things, a vision of a young person of the female or male sex respectively and also of 

innocence, whereas woman and man send signals of adulthood and maturity. Which of these 

words one chooses to use when addressing people can signal what the receiver should 

perceive about the person being addressed. Power structures, as mentioned above, play a part 

in how we use language and how this language usage is perceived. But as Mullany points out, 

power is performed within discourse and each participant must use language as a way to 

either keep, gain or resist power (2008).  

One can recognise how these structures come into play when relating it to how females and 

males are addressed in speech and writing. Studies show that different terms are used at 

different times for the same referent depending on what seems to be necessary for the 

present rhetorical context. It is, to say, less important what category the referent actually 

belongs to than what is deemed appropriate to use in any given context (Weatherall, 2002). 

Eckert and McConnell-Ginet (2003) exemplify the uneven application of the terms girl and 

boy by examining how they are used in newspaper articles concerning statutory rape. In 

articles about statutory rape perpetrated by adult men towards teenaged females the words 

most commonly used to describe the young females are students and young woman. The 

young females who were referred to as young women were thirteen and fifteen at the time. In 

the single case that they could find that used the term statutory rape where the perpetrator 

was an adult woman who was sexually intimate with a teenaged male the terms used were 

quite different from the other cases. The young male was thirteen years old when the 

relationship began and the terms most used to refer to him was boy and occasionally student, 

but he was never referred to as a young man. This difference between the sexes is especially 

interesting to note given the fact that females are more commonly referred to as girls at older 

ages than males are being referred to as boys (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 2003). A 

discrepancy in how gendered age-related words are being used about men and women 

indicate a covert form of sexism that may even be subconscious.  
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3. Material and method 

3.1 Material 

The material analysed in this study consists of articles collected from the digitally native news 

organisation Buzzfeed News. This news organisation started fairly recently, in 2012, as a new 

branch of the company Buzzfeed Inc. which is an American owned company. Buzzfeed News 

characterises themselves as an “[…]international news organization for a generation of news 

consumers looking for something new” (Buzzfeed Inc., 2018a). They also describe the work 

that they are doing as follows: “[W]e focus on reporting breaking news quickly and accurately 

and breaking down what the internet is talking about — from new memes to new forms of 

digital deception — in the language of the internet itself” (Buzzfeed Inc., 2018a). Buzzfeed 

News does not mention in their about page what type of beats or topics they report on. They 

do, however, write in the Buzzfeed News Standards and Ethics Guide (2018c) that they, as an 

organisation, believe that there is only one side to certain issues such as LGBT equality and 

anti-racism which are typically labelled left-wing issues. Editors of Buzzfeed that were 

interviewed by Stringer (2018) expressed that their writing on these types of issues was 

something that they do well and is perceived by them to be lacking in other traditional news 

organisations. This all signals that they perceive themselves to be a left-leaning, progressive 

news outlet. 

The articles that have been collected from Buzzfeed News pertain to various beats such as 

international news, domestic (American) news, political news, entertainment news etc.. 

Articles that do not mention people have been excluded from the material. Articles that are 

called “reader” by Buzzfeed News are also excluded from the material since the genre of these 

are more of a combination of opinion piece and essay. The language of these particular 

articles would be expected to differ, at least somewhat, in comparison to the various news 

articles due to the difference in style and would therefore not be suitable to include in the 

material. Quotations in the articles have been excluded since these do not necessarily reflect 

the language use chosen by the journalist and in extension the news organisation. 

Furthermore, due to the limited scope of this degree paper, images and the accompanying 

image description presented in the articles have also been excluded from the analysis. The 

article headlines are analysed separately from the main text and the lead paragraph in each 

article is excluded from the study due to them often being made up of quotations, which are 

not analysed.  

The articles were collected from the front page of Buzzfeed News where each article title is 

displayed in a scrollable news flow regardless of their respective topic with newer articles 
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being continuously added on the top of the page. This means of collection ensures that the 

material is free of any bias on my part and it would arguably be the news articles that a 

general consumer of Buzzfeed News would be faced with. The material was collected in 

November 2018 on 12 separate dates between 3/11/2018 - 25/11/2018. The number of 

articles collected on each occasion varied due to time constraints and the number of articles 

published since the previous date of collection. The average number of articles collected on 

each collection date comes to 13.25 articles. The dates of material collection coincided with 

the United States midterm elections that were held on November 6th which may result in the 

material containing more articles on politics than what would be considered normal for 

Buzzfeed News.  

3.2 Method 

The framework for analysing sexism in texts was formulated by Mills (1995) and is divided 

into three main levels: the lexical level, the phrase level and the discourse level. As stated 

above, the present study only investigates certain markers within the lexical level and the 

discourse level. To do this, I employ a quantitative method paired with qualitative elements. 

That involves counting the number of times the features chosen for this study appear in the 

material as well as investigating how the features are used. This method of analysing the 

material is highly beneficial since by counting the lexical items in the material one might find 

if a general gender bias is present or not. However, as Mills (1995) makes clear, linguistic 

sexism cannot be determined without also considering the context, which is why it is 

important to also analyse the findings qualitatively.  

The features, at the lexical level, that are being analysed and counted in the material are the 

gendered generic he, man, generic nouns that are being used gender specifically and words 

with the affix -man-. The plural forms of these features are also tallied and will be counted 

towards the final total. The counting of these lexical items is made to establish to what extent 

these features are used in the articles. The qualitative method that is then applied to these 

features aims to identify in what contexts these are used. For words with the affix -man-, the 

qualitative method applied shows whether these words are used generically. Also studied at 

the lexical level are names and titles. The names of the women and men mentioned in the 

material are categorised into four different categories respectively. These categories are 

displayed in Table 1. 

The final category, title + name, does not differentiate between if the person is referred to 

with a title and first name + surname or only with title and surname, i.e. there is no 

difference being made between President Donald Trump and President Trump. Because 
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people can be referred to in different ways within the same article the categorisation is made 

in the category that each specific person was referred to the most. If a person was referred to 

in two or more ways the same amount of times, the categorisation is made for each of those 

ways. For people, most commonly celebrities, who have taken a name, such as Madonna or 

Post Malone, the categorisation is made in the first name + surname category. It would be 

possible to count each name usage within the articles, but the method of categorising based 

on the way an individual is named most often in the article has been chosen in order to get 

the most easily comparable results with Demberg since this is the method she employed.  

Table 1. Naming categories. 

Naming categories 

First name 

Surname 

First name + surname 

Title + name 

The titles that are investigated in the material are Miss, Mrs, Ms, Mr and professional titles. 

These are all counted in order to show if there is any indication that females and males are 

titled asymmetrically within the material. The qualitative study of these features investigates 

in what contexts they are being used and how these titles are used in terms of the person’s 

marital status. The marital status categories are married, unmarried and not stated. The 

marital status must be referenced within the article to be categorised as such. If the marital 

status is not referenced within the article it is categorised as not stated, which remains the 

case even if the marital status of the person in question is well known. 

At the discourse level, the number of times people’s appearances are being noted in the 

material are counted and then analysed in context in order to establish whether the usage 

could be regarded as being examples of linguistic sexism or not. It is also tallied how many 

times females and males are referred to by their relationships to others and also what types of 

relationships are being referenced. In addition to what Demberg investigated in her study, I 

also study the use of the gendered age-related words that are displayed in Table 2 where I 

count each occurrence of these words and their plural form. The categorisations that are 

made for females’ and males’ relations to others are also displayed in Table 2. 

The plurals of the age-related words are analysed to see how many people they refer to and 

for each person referenced within the plural is categorised. This method of counting is 

performed in order to correctly analyse the appropriateness of the context of the word usages 

in the material. All of the age-related words are also analysed in context in order to determine 

how these words are being employed in relation to the subjects’ actual age to detect if they 
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can be classified as being used in a linguistically sexist manner. In order to determine how 

appropriate the use of an age-related word is in the context, the guidelines presented by the 

Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association are used. The APA manual 

states that girl and boy are correct terms for people under the age of 12, young woman/man 

for the ages between 13–17, and woman and man should be used for ages 18 and above 

(2010). The age categories used in the present study are displayed in Table 3. 

Table 2. Discourse categories. 

Relations Gendered age-related words 

Mother/Father Girl/Boy 

Sister/Brother Young woman/Young man 

Daughter/Son Woman/Man 

Wife/Husband 
 

Girlfriend/Boyfriend 
 

Other 
 

 

Table 3. Age categories. 

Age categories 

– 12 

13 – 17 

18 – 24 

25 – 30 

31 –   

For the purpose of the present study, I choose to add two more age categories in order to be 

able to get a more nuanced picture of the results as can be seen in Table 3.  

Demberg studied the correlation between sexist language use and the gender of the 

journalist. She argued that the individual journalist has a “major impact on the language 

being used” and it was therefore important to analyse this (Demberg, 2014, p. 11). How much 

impact a journalist has on the language used in an article is debatable. Most news outlets 

supply a style guide that is supposed to govern, to some extent, what type of language that 

can be used in the outlet. The Buzzfeed Style Guide (2018b) is fairly extensive and details 

how to spell celebrities names, how pronouns should be used and how certain job titles 

should be written, among other things. The present study examines how and if the writers 

adhere to the style guide but not based on the gender of the journalist. I choose to not include 

the gender of the journalist in the present study because that would force me to make 

assumptions on their gender based on their name, and in some cases their headshot, which 

cannot be made objectively but is then completely dependent on my own bias. 
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4. Results and analysis 

The results gathered from the material are presented and analysed in this section of the 

study. The section is divided into two main parts where the results and analyses from the 

articles’ main text and the articles’ headlines are presented in Section 4.1 and 4.2 

respectively. 

4.1 Results and analysis from the main text 

These are the results gathered from the main text of the articles and the accompanying 

analyses. 

4.1.1 Gendered generic words 

The use of gendered generic words in the material was sparse. As expected, generic he was 

never used in the material and nor was generic man, and no generic nouns were used gender 

specifically for either gender. There were no words which included the prefix man-. There 

were however some occurrences of words with the suffix -man. These include gunman, 

chairman, congressman, fisherman and businessman. As can be seen in Table 4, these 

words were used to refer to people 24 times in the 10 articles in which they appeared. The 

numbers in Table 4 are absolute frequencies.  

Table 4. The types found in the material and the number of tokens. 

Suffix -man Number 

Gunman 10 

Chairman 1 

Congressman 1 

Fisherman 11 

Businessman 1 

Total 24 

As Table 4 shows, only the types gunman and fisherman occurred more than once, and they 

were present in 7 out of the 10 articles that contained words with the suffix -man. The type 

fisherman was used both in its singular form and its plural form, and as mentioned in 

Section 3.2 the plurals were counted and are displayed under the singular form in Table 4. 

The plural tokens are only counted once and not for how many they refer to.  

The masculine word businessman was used once in the material, as is evident from Table 4, 

and then it was used in its plural form businessmen. Additionally, businessmen was the only 

word out of the 24 to be used generically, as can be seen in Example (1). No alterations have 
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been made to the language of the examples displayed in the present study and any and all 

italicisations are added by me to highlight certain aspects of the example. 

(1) carrying out a string of brazen attempts on the lives of former Russian spies and 

émigré businessmen. 

The generic usage of masculine words can be interpreted as being examples of linguistic 

sexism. Because there is only one token of the type businessman and that is being used 

generically, it could be that this instance of generic -man is a remnant of simple habitual 

language use.  

Gunman was only used about males in the material and could by itself therefore not be 

classified as an example of linguistic sexism. But it is interesting to note that in three out of 

the five articles that contain the word gunman it is being used interchangeably with the 

generic word shooter. Shooter appears eight times in the material and always about males. 

There were no females in the material who shot anybody.  

The type fisherman was only used in two separate articles within the material and both 

related to the same story. All of the tokens relate to males.  

4.1.2 Naming and titles 

In order to detect linguistic sexism in how females and males are named in these articles, the 

names were divided into the four categories that can be seen in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1. Naming of females and males in Buzzfeed News. 

The number of females that were mentioned in the material by name was considerably lower 

than the number of males mentioned by name, with 281 and 672 people named respectively. 
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As is evident from Figure 1, the only category where females were referred to more times than 

males are is in the first name category. But, because of the difference in the number of 

females and males that were named in the articles, it is helpful to consider the percentages of 

how the names of the two genders were categorised in Table 5.  

Table 5. Naming of females and males in Buzzfeed News, in per cent.  

Categories Female Male 

 N % N % 

First name 27 8 16 2 

Surname 124 39 344 43.5 

First name + surname 153 48 331 42 

Title + name 17 5 99 12.5 

Total 321 100% 790 100% 

 

The reason for the totals being larger in Table 5 than the above-mentioned numbers of how 

many people were named in the material is because some people were categorised into two or 

more categories. The general practice of naming people in Buzzfeed News articles is that the 

first time a person is named both their first name and surname is used. In the case of a 

person having a professional title, the title is added before the first name and surname the 

first time the person is mentioned in the text, as is illustrated in Example (2). 

 (2) Capt. Gregg Rector said […] young bystander is still at large, according to Rector. 

If a person is mentioned more than once, the practice is that subsequent naming only 

includes the person’s surname, which is also displayed in Example (2). With this naming 

practice in mind, one can gather from the percentages in Table 5 that there were not just 

more males being written about in the material, but they were also more often than females 

named more than once. As is evident from Table 5, females have the highest percentage in 

the category “first name + surname”, which is the category that would most often be used for 

first-time mentions of people. It is also interesting to note that there is a larger gap between 

the categories of “surname” and “first name + surname” for the females than for the males 

and as opposed to the male section, the “surname” category is smaller than the “first name + 

surname” category. 

Some people are named with their title and surname after their first mention in the article. 

These are most commonly presidents and religious figures such as priests, as is displayed in 

Example (3) and (4).  
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(3) President Trump was not set to attend […] President Trump and the first lady 

were still 

(4) Father José Rodríguez, the pastor at the Iglesia Episcopal Jesús de Nazaret […] 

Father Rodríguez was there 

In Example (3) the president’s first name is dropped altogether, which could be because he is 

a familiar character to the readers of Buzzfeed News and is not in need of further 

introduction. The priest in Example (4) is not consistently named with his title before his 

name in the article sometimes only his surname is used. The addition of the religious title 

may be a sign of respect or perhaps as a symbol of a person with at least some authority 

within the community he serves.  

There is a difference between how often females and males are named by their first name in 

the material, as can be seen in Table 5. But before it can be classified as an indication of 

linguistic sexism it is important to consider the contexts of each token. It is, for example, 

appropriate, in newspaper articles, to call a child by its first name and without context the 

numbers in Table 5 cannot be interpreted. Of the 27 females categorised by their first name, 7 

are children and can be disregarded for the purpose of this paper, 7 are teenagers and 13 are 

adults. For the 16 males, 3 are children and are therefore disregarded, 1 is a teenager and 12 

are adults. Some people were named with aliases and some did not want their full name in 

print and therefore only gave their first name, 3 of the females fit these criteria and 5 of the 

males. This leaves 7 female teenagers and 10 female adults and 1 male teenager and 7 male 

adults. There is one more aspect to consider, and that is the Buzzfeed Style Guide (2018b) 

which states that if two or more people share a surname in the same article that all of them 

should be referred to by their first name on second reference. This eliminates 2 females and 3 

males, leaving the same number of teenagers and 8 female adults and 4 male adults. This 

amounts to 4.7% of females being named by their first name, which is approximately 7 times 

more than males who are only being named in the same way .6% of the times. Even though 

these are noticeable differences, the number of people this applies to is too small to consider 

conclusive evidence of linguistic sexism. But within these numbers are some interesting 

examples of naming that do not follow the guidelines set out by the Buzzfeed Style Guide 

(2018b) consider Example (5) which concerns a married couple with a shared surname.  

(5) Watts also pleaded guilty at the time to unlawful termination of a pregnancy, as 

Shanann was pregnant 

The man in Example (5) is called by the couple’s shared surname while the woman is called 

by her first name. This goes against, as expressed above, the Buzzfeed Style Guide (2018b) 
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which advises that they should both be called by their own first names. This could be a result 

of wanting the readers to empathise with the woman, who was a victim, by using her first 

name which puts her on a familiar level with the reader, which is a phenomenon discussed in 

Section 2.3.2. This is then suggested further by asserting a level of distance between the 

reader and the male perpetrator by calling him by his surname.  

The gender-specific titles Mrs, Miss, Ms, and Mr are not present in the material and no 

mention is made of how they should be used in the Buzzfeed Style Guide (2018b). 

Professional titles are present in the material and, as can be seen in Figure 1, titles were used 

more for males than females. The vast majority of these professional titles concerned 

different political titles. According to an article posted by The Washington Post in February 

2018, there are only 25% women who hold office in the U.S (Cameron & Soffen, 2018). These 

statistics tell us that if 25% of all people who are mentioned with a political title are female it 

is not a case of linguistic sexism but simply a reflection of society. However, only 15% of all 

people named with titles are female in the material. This would then constitute an example of 

linguistic sexism where females are not written about to the same extent that they are  

present in society. 

4.1.3 Describing females and males in terms of their relationships to others 

Females are more likely to be described by their relations to others than males, as is 

described in Section 2.3.3. Below, in Figure 2, the number of relationship words used for both 

genders are displayed and sorted into six gender-specific categories. These types appeared in 

56 separate articles. 

 

Figure 2. How often people are referred to as having relations with others according to gender. 
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It is clear from Figure 2 that females in the material were more often referred to by their 

relationships to others than males were, 111 and 82 times respectively. This is especially 

striking considering that there were only 281 females present in the material and 672 males. 

The only category where males were mentioned more than females is in the category “other” 

which contains words such as cousin and partner, in terms of a romantic partner. The 

differences between the two genders are not that pronounced but Figure 2 still shows the 

clear pattern of more often referring to females’ relationships than males’ relationships. 

In the category for the types wife and husband there is the biggest gap between the genders, 

with 31 tokens for wife and 14 tokens for husband. A deeper understanding of these tokens 

can be made with a further analysis of the context that these tokens appear in. The number of 

times women are referred to as wives and men are referred to as husbands when both they 

and their partner or only their partner takes the role of agent is somewhat similar with 17 and 

14 tokens respectively. That is to say, no man that was referred to as husband took the sole 

part of the agent in the sentence. Women, on the other hand, could take the agent position by 

themselves in a sentence and still be referred to as wives. Wife was then often written in 

conjunction with the male possessive pronoun his as in Example (6) or the genitive ’s on their 

partner’s name as can be seen in Example (7). 

 (6) His ex-wife and estranged wife also both released statements 

 (7) Ted’s wife worked a day job 

In (6) and (7) the women are the ones performing the action but their relationship with the 

man is also stated, something that does not occur with the word husband.  

There is an interesting phenomenon worth noting in one of the articles that mention the 

word wife. In this article, all of the males consistently take the unmarked form and all of the 

females take a marked form. That is to say that the males are never described in relation to 

anyone else whereas the females are always described in relation to somebody else, as can be 

seen in Example (8), (9) and (10). 

(8) The suspects, identified as George “Billy” Wagner III, his wife, Angela Wagner, 

George Wagner IV, and Edward “Jake” Wagner 

(9) Killed in the attack were Christopher Rhoden Sr., 40; his former wife, Dana 

Manley Rhoden 

 (10) Frankie Rhoden’s fiancée, Hannah Gilley, 20, was also killed 
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In Example (8) all three males are unmarked in terms of their relationships, and the only 

female is marked, even though they are all related to each other. The first man mentioned, 

George “Billy” Wagner III, is a husband and a father and the two other men are sons to the 

woman and the first mentioned man. In all three examples the women’s relationship to the 

men is stated by using the possessive pronoun his and the genitive ’s which might suggest 

that the women hold little value without their relationship status. In Example (10) the word 

signalling their relationship is fiancée and is categorised under the category “other”. 

4.1.4 Describing females and males in terms of appearance  

As discussed in Section 2.3.3, females are more likely than males to be described based on 

their appearances, such as clothing and other features. If the description is not necessary or 

appropriate for the story it could be a sign of linguistic sexism.  

In the material for the present study there are not many descriptions of people’s appearances, 

only totalling 17 appearance descriptions where 10 of them refers to females and 7 refers to 

males. When these descriptions are analysed contextually one finds only two descriptions 

which can be deemed irrelevant to the news article, one describing a female and the other a 

male. The description in Example (11) is of a woman and the description in Example (12) 

describes a man.  

(11) After entering her plea, Abraham left the Los Angeles courthouse in a crop top 

and knee-length leggings 

(12) Singh, a strapping Sikh man with a snowy beard, was speaking in the low, 

measured tone 

To add some context to Example (11), the subject, Farrah Abraham, had been charged with 

resisting arrest, misdemeanour and battery after police were called to a club where she had 

gotten into an altercation with a security guard. Abraham pleaded guilty to the charge after it 

had been lowered to the charge of her only resisting arrest. Example (11) describes her 

leaving the courthouse after pleading guilty. It is important and interesting to note that 

Farrah Abraham is a reality show persona and that the introductory line in the article 

describes her as a star of the reality show Teen Mom. At the surface this story aims to 

describe a somewhat famous person’s run in with the law but seems to add another layer of 

meaning by also describing what she is wearing. One could argue that they write about her 

appearance because the way she is dressed is not generally accepted as appropriate for 

appearing in a courthouse. However, her appearance is not the focus of the story and it is 

possible to categorise this as an example of linguistic sexism as it serves to pass judgement on 

the woman based on her appearance. The description of the man in Example (12) is also not 
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necessary for the story, and by using the positive word “strapping” in the description the 

writer seems to indicate that the reader is supposed to feel positive emotions towards this 

man.  

Most of the descriptions of personal appearance relate to either descriptions of criminal 

suspects or descriptions meant to enhance an already described situation. Examples of each 

of these types of descriptions are illustrated in Example (13) and (14). 

(13) He was described as a white man, 45 to 50 years old, 5 feet 7 inches tall, with a 

heavyset build. He was wearing a black jacket, blue jeans, and a black or gray hat 

(14) that the four young women in the group wore hijab and were obviously Muslim 

— was the primary reason for the confrontation 

Example (13) aims to give a physical description of a criminal suspect that could help catch 

the perpetrator who had fled the scene. The description in Example (14) is intended to 

support the claim that the confrontation was motivated by ethnicity and religion. Both of 

these examples of descriptions cannot be considered linguistic sexism because they are 

important and relevant to the story. 

4.1.5 Describing females and males in terms of age-related words 

Females were referred to by the age-related words girl, young woman, and woman 118 times 

and males were referred to by the age-related words boy, young man, and man 121 times. It 

is worth noting again that a total of 281 females and 672 males were named in the material 

which means that females were referred to by age-related words far more often than males.  

 

Figure 3. Age-related word usage. 
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In order to determine whether the age-related word usage was applied to both genders in the 

same manner each age-related word was divided into age categories which are displayed in 

Table 3 in Section 3.2. Figure 3 displays the age-related word usage according to gender and 

age that were present in the material. 

What is evident from Figure 3 is that both females and males at or above the age of 25 are 

consistently named as women and men respectively. It is also clear that people at or below 

the age of 12 are only categorised as girl or boy in the material. For people who are aged 13-

24 the categorisation is not as clearly drawn, and they are categorised into every category, 

apart from the category of young man which did not feature in the material. It is also 

interesting to note that in the in the age-bracket 18-24 there are females who are referred to 

as girl but no males who are referred to as boy.  

Females who belong to the age-category of 13-17-year-olds are named both as girl and young 

woman in the material. Sometimes the same female is named in both ways as is exampled in 

Example (15). 

(15) Farida said that she and a group of friends — three girls besides herself […] how 

long it was taking for the two young women to pay 

The females in Example (15) are 16 and 17 years old. The four females first mentioned in 

Example (15) are, throughout the article, called both girls and young women, as is also 

shown in the example, seemingly completely arbitrary. There is a somewhat clear pattern to 

discern within the context of each article concerning how females of this age-category are 

named. Most of the females who are referred to as girls may be considered victims, like the 

females in Example (15) who were threatened at gunpoint, it is only in one article that the 

young female teenagers who are called girls are completely neutral. Males who belong to the 

same age-category, 13-17-year-olds, are only named in the category of boy. Males of this age 

who are also referred to by an age-related word are only present in three articles which 

means that there was a high number of males referred to as boys in those few articles. These 

males are both victims and perpetrators in these articles, as is presented in Example (16). 

(16) a video in which a group of boys appeared to sexually assault a teen boy with a 

broomstick 

The specific ages of the males in Example (16) are not made clear in the article but it is 

evident that all of the events described in the article takes place at a high school and only 

involves high school students.  
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It is also worth noting that there are no tokens of young man in the material. If one judges by 

how the females were named in the material, the age-bracket that might be appropriate to 

call young woman and young man are the 13-17-year-olds which is also the age-bracket that 

the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (2010) recommends. It is 

interesting to note the fact that there seems to be one more age-related word to be used for 

females than there are for males which could be interpreted as another example of defining 

females, much like the titles discussed in Section 2.3.2. 

It is interesting that there is the same amount of people within the age-bracket 18-24 for both 

genders but they are divided differently. For females, a person ranging between the ages of 

18-24 could be named as either a girl, young woman or woman. In this dataset, the same is 

not true for males who belong to the same age-bracket since these males are only referred to 

as man. All of the females in this age-bracket are, to varying degrees, victims. They are either 

victims of violence or of circumstance and no blame seems to be put on them in these articles. 

The males, however, range between what may be considered victims of violence and 

perpetrators of violence, as is displayed in Example (17) and (18) respectively. 

 (17) they now believe the armed man they killed hadn’t fired any shots at all 

(18) An American-Israeli man was sentenced to 10 years prison […] after being 

convicted of making thousands of bomb threats against Jewish centers 

The males in Example (17) and (18) are 21 and 20 years of age, respectively. The male in 

Example (17) was a victim of a police shooting and was 21 years of age and the male in 

Example (18) is a 20-year-old who is, as is evident from the example, convicted of a criminal 

offence. 

4.2 Results and analysis from the headlines 

These are the results gathered from the headlines of the articles. 

4.2.1 Gendered generic words 

The results concerning gendered generic words gathered from the headlines of the articles 

does not differ that much from the results gathered from the main text. There are no 

instances of generic he or man, generic nouns used gender specifically or words with the 

prefix man-. There are some words in the headlines with the suffix -man, just as in the main 

text of the articles. There are four tokens of gunman which appears in four separate article 

headlines and which all relates to males. Interesting to note is that there is one article that 

contains the word congresswoman. This is the only occurrence of a word with -woman, both 
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in the material of the main text and the headlines. The person referenced as a 

congresswoman is female. 

4.2.2 Naming and titles 

In the headlines, females were named 31 times and males were named 53 times. No one was 

named twice in the headlines so no one was categorised into more than one category. The 

division between how people were named according to the language categories is displayed in 

Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Naming in headlines. 

As is evident from Figure 4, males were the only ones named by their first name or by their 

title and name. It mostly follows the same pattern for naming as the main text does by at first 

mention writing out both the first name and the surname. In the cases for only writing the 

person’s surname there seem to be at least two factors to consider. Mainly how well-known 

the person mentioned in the headline is and how long it would be if both the first name and 

surname or their title was present. In Example (19) both of these reasons seem to be present. 

(19) Merkel And Macron Embraced At A WW1 Memorial But Trump Couldn’t Visit A 

Different Cemetery Due To Bad Weather 

Three nation leaders are named in the headline in Example (19) which would fill the 

requirement of being well-known and therefore making it enough to only be named by their 

surnames. The headline could also be considered to become too wordy if their first names or 

titles had been written into the headline which might be why it was decided against.  
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4.2.3 Describing females and males in terms of their relationships to others 

Personal relationships were only present in 7 article headlines out of the 159 studied. This 

small number makes generalisations impossible. The results may, however, still indicate 

interesting tendencies. The results concerning relationships for males and females gathered 

from the headlines are presented in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Relations in headlines. 

As discussed in Section 2.3.3, women are more likely to be referred to by their relationships 

with other people. When one considers the numbers in Figure 5 this seems to be the case in 

the headlines for Buzzfeed News. Although the number of occurrences are too few in Figure 5 

to make any generalisations the results are still interesting in themselves. The fact that there 

is only one male in the results compared to 10 females shows how differently males and 

females are referred to by their relationships. It is also important to remark that the male that 

is referred to as a son is also a small child. The boy is only referred to as a son in the article 

due to the choice of Buzzfeed News not to name a minor in that particular article. It is worth 

noting that this is the only article where such a decision is stated within the material. 

In the headline where the boy is referred to as a son, he is not the main subject of the article 

and it is important for the story to mention his relationship to the actual subject of the article 

as can be seen in Example (20). 

(20) Mommy Blogger Katie Bower Said One Of Her Sons Is The Least “Liked” On 

Instagram And People Are Mad 

In Example (20) one realises that it is necessary for the story to mention that the male child 

is the subject’s, Katie Bower’s, son in order to convey the gravitas of the situation that the 
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headline is after. But in the majority of article headlines where females were referred to by 

their relations to others, they themselves were the subject of the article and the relationship 

was not necessary to state. In one article headline, the relationship word used is employed in 

order to seemingly add implicit meaning to the headline, see Example (21). 

(21) This Mom Of Five Who Just Became A Lawyer Will Inspire You To Never Give 

Up 

The phrase mom of five in Example (21) seems to add an unspoken layer of meaning to the 

headline by implying that a mother with five children is unlikely to be able to get a law degree 

– and she should therefore be celebrated. It is difficult to imagine the same headline with a 

father of five instead of a mother especially so as there are no male relationships mentioned 

in the headlines of the material apart from the young child in Example (20). 

4.2.4 Describing females and males in terms of appearance  

In the 159 article headlines examined no mention of anyone’s appearance was made.  

4.2.5 Describing females and males in terms of age-related words 

A study of the age-related words previously discussed in Section 4.1.5 was also performed on 

the headlines of the material. Of the five categories of age-related words that were analysed 

for this present study, only one was present in the headlines, the woman/man category. The 

age categories of the people who were called woman or man are displayed in Figure 6.  

 

Figure 6. Age-related word usage in the headlines of Buzzfeed News articles. 

As is evident from Figure 6, 15 females and 5 males were referred to as woman and man 

respectively in the material. Even though these are relatively low numbers, it is interesting to 
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put them in relation to how many females and males were named in the headlines of the 

material. As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, there were 15 females named in the headlines and 53 

males which means that 48% of the females are referred to as woman and only 9% of the 

males are referred to as man.  

Apart from it being more common to refer to females as women than males as men, they also 

span a greater age divide. This means that males who are referred to as men only belong to 

the category of people who are above 31 years of age whereas the females who are referred to 

as women belong to all age-categories apart from the category of 12 years of age or below.  

5. Discussion and conclusion 

The aim of the present study was to find out whether linguistic sexism at the lexical level and 

discourse level could be found in the digitally native news outlet Buzzfeed News. It is also an 

aim of this study to analyse the results of the features examined in the present study which 

correlate with the ones Demberg investigated in her study of The Daily Mail to see if they 

differ and if so, how. There are a lot of interesting results that emerged in the present study, 

some of which need to be further discussed.  

5.1 Discussion of results 

The first research question posed in Section 1.1 asks if linguistic sexism at the lexical level is 

present in the language of Buzzfeed News, and if so, in what way. From the results gathered 

in the present study one can conclude that at the lexical level one finds a mostly non-sexist 

language use where, for example, the writers mostly use gender-neutral job titles and 

generally name females and males by the same naming pattern. However, there are 

interesting examples of language use that could be regarded as examples of linguistic sexism, 

such as using businessmen generically or making the husband the perceived owner of the 

surname shared by the wife, exemplified in Example (5).  

In Sections 4.1.1 and 4.2.1, the results from the study of gendered generic words in the main 

text and the headlines are presented and the interesting results concerning the suffix -man 

are appropriate to discuss further. The type gunman was only used about males in the 

material since they were the only ones performing that action. This means that this usage of a 

word with the suffix -man cannot be considered linguistic sexism since all the referents are 

male. However, it begs the question what they would call a female who performs the same 

action. The words gunwoman and gunperson are not words that are featured in dictionaries 
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so assuming that they would only write words that are featured in a dictionary they are left 

with the words gunman and shooter. Shooter is a gender-neutral word and it would be quite 

possible that this would be the word used for a female who shoots at people. This word usage 

would be completely free of linguistic sexism if that word was also the one used for males 

who do this. By using a gender-neutral word, such as shooter, to only refer to females and 

using a gender-specific word, such as gunman, to only refer to males makes the originally 

gender-neutral word gender-specific for females. This can be argued to be equally sexist as 

using gunman generically by calling females gunmen (Ehrlich & King, 1992/1998). 

It is also interesting to note the single occurrences of congressman and congresswoman in 

the material. The Buzzfeed Style Guide (2018b) advises that one should always use gender-

neutral job titles and even explicitly uses congressman and congresswoman as examples of 

what not to write and advises that the gender-neutral word lawmaker should be used 

instead. This suggests that even though there is an awareness that gender-neutral job titles 

should be used that the actual language use of people is more difficult to change or at least 

takes more time to do so.  

Another of the research questions posed was to find out if there are any differences and what 

those may be between the results gathered in the present study and Demberg’s study. In the 

section for gendered generic words, one finds that the words he and man were not used 

generically in either the present study or in Demberg’s study. However, Demberg did find 

that words containing the suffix -man were used quite frequently. She does not give a full 

account of how many different types there are of words with the suffix -man nor how many 

tokens of them there are in the material but mentions spokesman, chairman, policeman and 

weatherman. From what can be gathered from Demberg’s study there is also at least one type 

which is gender-specific to females and one gender neutral type, spokeswoman and 

spokesperson. These two types, spokeswoman and spokesperson, were each used 5 times in 

the material compared to the type spokesman which was used 29 times (Demberg, 2014). 

Even though all of the tokens that contain -man are not accounted for it is still interesting to 

consider just the numbers for spokesman, spokeswoman and spokesperson in relation to the 

results presented in Section 4.1.1 in the present study. For the present study, every instance 

of words that contain -man is displayed in Table 4 and amount to 24 occurrences in total. 

This is not considerably lower than Demberg’s 29 instances of spokesman but considering 

that that number is for a single type whereas the number for the present study concerns 5 

different types, it is still quite a difference. In the present study the use of words with -man, 

whether that be generically or gender-specifically, is the exception and using gender-neutral 

words is the rule. Judging by the results presented for spokesman, spokeswoman and 

spokesperson in Demberg’s study the opposite seem to apply.  
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One of the traditional news beats that Buzzfeed News puts a lot of focus on is political news 

(Stringer, 2018). This focus may explain, to some degree, why there are more males named in 

the material than females due to the fact that the number of females in political office in the 

U.S only amounts to about 25% (Cameron & Soffen, 2018). It does not however completely 

explain these numbers, nor does it explain why individual men are named more times in a 

given article than women. Especially considering that females named with titles only 

constituted 15% of all people named as such.  

It is interesting to compare the results of how people are named in the material for the 

present study and in the material used for Demberg’s study. The most common way that 

people are named in Demberg’s study is by using their first name and surname which is 

similar to how people are named in the present study. In the present study, the least common 

way to name someone is by using only their first name but interestingly enough it is the 

second most common way to name a person in Demberg’s material. This could be down to 

the fact that Demberg’s study covers a tabloid paper which might use this way of naming 

people in order to make the readers feel as if they are closer to the subject. The way titles are 

used when naming is also interesting to compare between the two studies. As is evident from 

Section 4.1.2 in the present study, the gender-specific titles Mr, Mrs, Miss and Ms are not 

present in the material. All of these titles are however present in Demberg’s study. There is 

not a clear explanation to be had for this difference, but it could be because The Daily Mail is 

a British tabloid paper whereas Buzzfeed News is American, or it could be a simple style 

choice made by Buzzfeed News.  

The second research question that is posed in Section 1.1 asks if linguistic sexism at the 

discourse level is present in the language of Buzzfeed News, and if so, in what way. There are 

a lot of interesting findings at this level to discuss and there are some findings that suggest 

that there is some form of linguistic sexism in the dataset. In Section 4.1.3, which displays the 

results of how relationship words are used for the two genders, the two main findings are 

interesting and would be beneficial to discuss together. These findings are mainly concerned 

with the use of the relationship word wife and how the use of this word differs from how 

husband is used. Example (6) and (7) show how women can take the position of agent at the 

same time as being referred to as wives, something that men who are referred to as husbands 

do not. Example (8), (9) and (10) display how the women are marked with their relationship 

status towards the men in the article whereas the men are only named as individuals. What 

these two findings have in common, which is worth highlighting, is the use of possessive 

pronouns and the genitive ’s. When the women are marked with a possessive pronoun or the 

genitive ’s it signals that they are, in some sense of the word, belonging to their partners. This 

does not mean that the female is referred to as a physical possession, like a car, but perhaps 
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more like a characteristic of the male. This type of wording places the male at the centre of 

attention as the most important character and the female as more of a side character who is 

mainly important because of her relationship to the male.  

The results Demberg found in her study of how relationship words are used very much 

resembles the results in the present study. Both studies show that females are more often 

than males referred to by their personal relationships across every category apart from the 

category “other” in the present study which featured more males than females. Both 

Demberg’s study and the present study are made up of a similar number of articles, 162 and 

159 articles respectively, but with regards to the absolute frequencies of relationship words 

there are some notable differences between the two studies. The absolute frequency of 

relationship words regardless of gender in the present study amount to 193 compared to the 

results in Demberg’s study (2014) which amount to 370. It is difficult to pinpoint why there is 

such a difference in number between the present study and Demberg’s study. It could be 

because of the different news media that was examined in the two studies. A tabloid paper 

might be more inclined to work with the stereotype that Mills suggests exists in Feminist 

Stylistics (1995) that women are defined by their personal relationships. 

Mills (1995) places some emphasis on the difference in how men and women are described in 

terms of their appearance in text. As can be seen in Sections 4.1.4 and 4.2.4 that is not the 

case in the material examined for the present study. Demberg found that women’s 

appearances were described 42 times and men’s appearances were described only 7 times. 

This is quite a vast difference from the results in the present study, but not surprising. 

Demberg found these appearance descriptions in 13 articles where most of the articles 

covered social events where it is custom to describe people’s appearances. Social events are 

not covered by Buzzfeed News but by the company’s main site Buzzfeed, which would explain 

the difference in numbers between Demberg’s study and the present study. 

There are some interesting results gathered from examining how age-related words are used 

for females and males in the material. Eckert & McConnell-Ginet (2003) state that the usual 

practice when using age-related words for females is that they are commonly named with a 

word more appropriate for someone younger. As can be seen in Figure 3, the same practice 

seems to be employed in the articles from Buzzfeed News in the dataset. The examination of 

how age-related words are used for the two genders was not covered in Demberg’s study and 

therefore there are no results to compare the results from the present study with.  

As mentioned in Section 3.1, Buzzfeed News is a left-leaning news outlet and it is interesting 

to reflect on this in relation to the results presented in the present study. One might think 

that a news outlet which believes that there is only one side in issues such as women’s rights 
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would contain a minimal amount of linguistic sexism. However, as is evident from the 

present study that is not completely the case. There are several aspects of linguistic sexism 

present in the material and there is not a big difference between the present study and the 

study on the more right-leaning publication The Daily Mail. 

To conclude, the present study has found some examples of linguistic sexism at the lexical 

level and the discourse level. At the lexical level linguistic sexism mainly presented itself 

when naming females and males but also to a lesser extent the use of the suffix -man. 

Examples of linguistic sexism at the discourse level include a clear pattern of more often 

using relationship words when referring to females than males and at a higher rate referring 

to females with age-related words more appropriate for younger females than males. 

Concerning descriptions of appearance, no conclusive evidence of linguistic sexism could be 

found.  

Finally, the comparison of the results from the present study with Demberg’s study (2014) 

yielded interesting results. There are differences between the two studies’ results, namely the 

use of honorific titles which were not used at all in the material for the present study but 

featured often in Demberg’s. Another difference includes the fact that naming people by their 

first name was a fairly common practice in Demberg’s study but one of the least common way 

to name in the material for the present study. A difference that is also interesting to note is 

the fact that the use of the suffix -man was used much more frequently in Demberg’s material 

than it was for the present study. There were however also some striking similarities between 

the two studies, such as the above-mentioned clear pattern of using relationship words more 

often for females than for males. 

5.2 Limitations 

As a limited study there is the general drawback of having a smaller dataset and the present 

study is not an exception with 159 articles in the dataset. While 159 articles have proven to be 

enough to distinguish patterns within the material it is still too few to be able to make any 

distinct generalisations. The results are however interesting and valid in their own right and 

illuminate how linguistic sexism may present itself in a digitally native news outlet. The 

collection of data occurred in November 2018, as already stated in Section 3.1, which might 

have skewed the results slightly. On the 6th of November 2018 the United States midterm 

elections took place which garnered a great deal of articles concerning different aspects of 

these elections. If the material had been gathered during a longer period of time or during a 

month that was not as politically charged the results may have been slightly different. 
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Because of the limited time frame of the present study, not all markers of linguistic sexism 

that Mills writes about in Feminist Stylistics (1995) could be covered. It would be interesting 

to examine the same, or a similar, material at the phrase level as well as other features at the 

lexical level and the discourse level that were not covered in the present study. Consideration 

was made to the ethics of the present study and because the material consists of articles that 

are freely available for the public it was judged that ethical consent forms were not needed for 

the present study. Because the study covers features that are commonly subjected to 

linguistic sexism and employ both a quantitative and a qualitative method in examining them 

the results that are elicited are valuable in continued research into linguistic sexism in 

digitally native news outlets.  

5.3 Suggestions for further research 

Because digitally native news media are relatively new there are a lot of different aspects of 

linguistic sexism to study further. As mentioned in Section 5.2, it would be interesting to 

continue examining this type of material while including more aspects of linguistic sexism 

that Mills (1995) discuss such as sexism at the phrase level. It would also be interesting to 

compare the results from the present study with a similar study performed on material which 

is more right-leaning. 

It would also be interesting to further study some of the results that were not covered in 

depth in the present study. A further examination of what semantic roles men and women 

take when they are referred to by a relationship word, as is described in Section 4.1.3, would 

be interesting to study. This, along with the use of possessive pronouns and the genitive ’s in 

relation to relationship words are interesting aspects that need to be studied further with a 

larger dataset.  
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